
10R National Championships 2018 

With all the pre-event scrutiny certification issues resolved by the Friday 
night, Saturday saw 17 skippers assembled at the London Model Yacht 
club (LMYC/MYSA) for the 2018 championships. 

Skippers travelled from far and wide including Will Davies who flew 
down from Edinburgh to sail a 10R for the 1st time. 

Early in the week the forecast was for B/C suit conditions but this moderated to A suits as the week went on 
and so the skippers gathered at the pond side for the 0930 briefing to see the wind SW 2mph gusting?? 
4mph, but at least the sun was shining. 

With the fleet split into 2 heats PRO Hugh Mc Adoo and his team from 
LMYC/MYSA set about battle with the shifting wind and sometime over 
eager skippers. The seeding races where won by Austin Guerrier and Terry 
Rensch. The PRO had his work cut out when general recalls became the 
call of the day caused by either overeager skippers or the dreaded big wind 
shift in the last 15 secs of the count down, eventually the BLACK flag came 
out catching out Andy Lunt in R4 and Will Davies in R6. 

Several heats where abandoned on the 1st leg when a major wind shift left 
the fleet reaching to the mark or even becalmed for several minutes. When 
racing finished at 1630 6 races had been completed and the fleet retired to 
the club house for tea and cake. 

A large proportion of the fleet gathered later at a local Italian restaurant, organised by Charles Clarke of the 
LMYC where a good time was had by all. 

Sunday dawned bright and sunny with slightly more wind all be it still 
swinging left and right of the course bringing with it faster sailing but still 
the same starting issues with the BLACK flag catching out Colin Trower in 
R8 and Barrie Martin in R10. 

8 races were completed closely 
scrutinised by the crowds of spectators 
out to enjoy a sunny Sunday in the park.  
By the end of the racing Graham 
Bantock was counting 8 1sts, Austin 
Guerrier 3 and 1 each for Dave Potter, 
Terry Rensch and Richard Uttley. 
It was nice to see at times the crowd lined up 3 deep outside the whole 
length of the barrier separating the skippers from the public (some 100 m in 
length) and to hear some of the knowledgeable comments from people who 
were obviously experienced dinghy or big boat racers and amusing to hear 

some of the questions asked by the less informed. 

After more tea and cake the prize giving got underway 
with the trophy and this year’s championship to Graham 
Bantock. 
1st  Graham Bantock 17 points 
2nd Austin Guerrier 33 points 
3rd Dave Potter  47 points 
4th Darin Ballington 53 points 

The Classic Cup presented to 
the highest placed boat 1st registered over 10 yrs. ago was presented to Darin 
Ballington sailing for the 1st time his newly acquired Prizm design to great effect 
  
The Class would like to thank the members of London Model Yacht Club and MYSA 
for all the hard work put in by their members to make this such a successful event 
and particularly Hugh Mc Adoo for stepping in as PRO instead of competing in the 
event. 

Richard Uttley 
Class Captain


